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Adult Contemporary Soul/R&B...with a Jazzy twist. A powerful combination of funky jams and smoothed

out progressive pop/jazz. Combining crafty songwriting, honest lyrics and tight harmonies over lethal

beats, Confidence in You transcends genre boundarie 13 MP3 Songs URBAN/R&B: Contemporary

urban, JAZZ: Jazz Vocals Details: Get ready for a powerful combination of funky jams and jazzy grooves,

held tight by catchy songs and top-notch musicianship. Daniel 'Dano' Austin's Confidence in You is a

fresh, totally original arrival. His music offers a positive outlook in a negative world. Laying down fresh

songwriting, honest lyrics, creative production, and tight harmonies over lethal beats, Confidence in You,

offers a new direction. An electrifying new sound that transcends genre boundaries - classy but not easily

classified. Evoking influences ranging from Stevie Wonder and Earth, Wind  Fire, to the Neptunes and

Seal, Confidence in You is one of the standout releases of the year. Daniel began his musical journey as

a classically trained pianist and singer. After discovering jazz, old-skool soul and funk, he progressed to

playing keyboards and singing with the best of LA's R&B and fusion bands, which included players

associated with The Gap Band, Rose Royce, Prince, and Aretha Franklin. This fostered friendships and

collaborations with the stellar crew featured on Confidence in You. Most recently Daniel was the lead

singer and keyboardist with Tyghtship, known as the funkiest band in Southern California. On Confidence

in You Daniel Austin successfully carves out a unique musical niche. Artfully combining the best of jazz,

funk, R&B, and pop, with a singular vision. Listen... This new voice has found a way to fill a long-standing

gap in the musical collective. Future projects will find Daniel producing and playing with other creative

artists, in addition to offering songwriting and production for film/TV and advertising. .
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